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This link from my friend Kathie...     

Homosexual activists have announced they are planning to march in Moscow,     despite a ban
by the Moscow mayor Yury Luzhkov, who slammed the event as     &quot; satanic &quot;.    
Moscow barred a similar event last year on the threat of violence from     extreme right-wing
groups, but the march went ahead and violence ensued...

     

Quote: &quot;&quot;Last year, Moscow came under unprecedented     pressure to sanction the
gay parade, which can be described in no other way     than as satanic,&quot; he said to
applause in comments broadcast on a     city-controlled TV channel. &quot;We did not let the
parade take place then,     and we are not going to allow it in the future.&quot; He also charged
that     Western countries were facing a crisis of religious faith and were     corrupting children. 
&quot;Some     European nations bless single-sex marriages and introduce sexual guides in    
schools. Such things are a deadly moral poison for children,&quot;     RIA-Novosti quoted
Luzhkov as saying.

     

I'm not anti-gay, but Yury's     speech is a breath of fresh air compared to our Western notions
of     liberalism and political correctness.  Last year I commented about some     of the things
that go on at these homosexual events. Another friend emailed     me and said he had
witnessed these shameful things firsthand, and he was     appalled. He said the TV crews were
all there, but they only interviewed the     sane homosexuals, refusing to report the debauchery
that was going on in the     background. Not because they were offended by it, rather, in order to
    present the gay cause as just and about civil rights. Yury hit the nail on     the head.
Homosexuality is not about civil rights, it is a spirit that wants     to destroy God's order in
creation, and to do it openly in defiance of the     Creator. Would to God that we had more
politicians like Yury.

     

Isaiah 3:9 
     The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare     their sin as
Sodom, they hide [it] not. Woe unto their soul! for they have     rewarded evil unto themselves.

     

Source Fox     News      
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